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December 16, 2022

Year Two of The Blue Light Project
Commences on December 18, 2022 (First Night of Hanukkah).

Featuring:

● Many business and government offices and facilities to light their buildings
blue this year

● Many styles of blue lights are available
● Blue lights can be picked up for free - or easily purchased and shipped

directly to your home
● Goal of 2,500 blue lights shining proudly against hate

Rochester, New York - The Jewish Federation of Greater Rochester and ROC
Against Antisemitism (ROCAA) today announced the commencement of the second
year of the “The Blue Light Project,” a Jewish Federation and ROCAA collaboration.
The Blue Light Project calls on Rochester members to take action and stand by their
Jewish neighbors in the fight against the startling and unsettling increase in Jew hatred,
around the world, nationally and right here in Rochester.

The Blue Light Project asks our community to show solidarity and support for the Jewish
community by shining a visible blue light at their home or place of business, beginning
on December 18, 2022, the first night of Hanukkah. The Blue Light Project will continue
until Yom Hashoah (Holocaust Remembrance Day) on April 18, 2023, enveloping our
community warm light throughout the winter season (of course, those that wish to do so
may leave their blue lights shining all year round).

Participants in The Blue Light Project receive a complimentary blue lightbulb to replace
a lightbulb in an outdoor lighting fixture (or in an indoor lighting fixture or window that
can be seen from outside). The purposes of the blue light include reminding people that
antisemitism is now at its highest levels since the Holocaust, sparking conversations
among friends and neighbors, fostering understanding and compassion for Jewish
community members, promoting education and awareness of anti-Jewish hate and to
help achieve the goal every single member of our community being able to live a
peaceful and secure life.



New this year is the participation of many Rochester-area businesses and government
buildings. Look for buildings downtown and throughout Monroe County to be lighted
blue. The growing list of area businesses showing solidarity and support in the fight
against hate are listed on the ROCAA website located at on our website here. “We are
so incredibly thankful for the outpouring of support for the Jewish community that local
businesses and government offices have shown and we invite everyone to participate.
Email us a picture of your business or building shining a blue light against hate and we
will add you to our list,” stated Leslie Connolly of ROCAA.

Anyone may participate in The Blue Light Project. Free lightbulbs and lights can be
picked up at the front desk of the Louis S. Wolk Jewish Community Center, 1200
Edgewood Avenue.

Lights are also available for self-purchase at the below link (you can order or purchase
a blue light from anywhere you choose; if you choose Amazon please consider making
the Jewish Federation of Rochester as your charity of choice and consider purchasing a
multipack and donating the extras to your family, friends and neighbors so they can also
shine a light against antisemitism): Blue Tiki Torches , Blue, Battery Operated,
Tealights and plain old regular Blue Light Bulbs.

In 2021, the Blue Light Project’s inaugural year, 1,000 blue lightbulbs were generously
donated by Kovalsky-Carr Electric Supply Co., Inc., and sourced from an electrical
supply distributor founded by Holocaust survivor, Herb Gilden, who is the subject of the
film, “The Starfish” (https://gildinmedia.com/thestarfish/). “We were overwhelmed with
gratitude last year as a result of the tremendous outpouring of support received in
response to the first year of The Blue Light Project. This year we hope to have more
than 2,500 lights  shining around Rochester making a collective stand against
antisemitism” stated Sharon Gray, a co-founder of ROCAA.

ROCAA co-founder Leah Goldman, responding to a question about why the color blue
was chosen, noted that “Blue was the obvious choice because of its importance to and
historical association with Jews. In the Torah, G-d instructed Jews to include a blue cord
in the tzizit, or tassels, of their clothing. Moreover, Tallit, or Jewish prayer shawls, often
have blue stripes after which the modern blue and white flag of the State of Israel was
modeled.”

According to Meredith Dragon, the CEO of the Jewish Federation, “Last year it was truly
heartwarming and inspiring to watch as so many partners, friends and neighbors
participated in The Blue Light Project and stood together as a community to literally
shine a light against the world’s oldest hate. This year our lights will shine even
brighter.”

https://www.brightonstands.com/blue-light-faq
https://smile.amazon.com/gp/product/B09TT7VHTC/ref=ewc_pr_img_2?smid=A2O5PS7L4GJ4C1&th=1
https://smile.amazon.com/Yme-Tealights-Flickering-Thanksgiving-Decorations/dp/B095WFBXQ6/ref=sr_1_7?crid=VA9YGOKM3NCY&keywords=blue+tea+lights+candles+with+timer&qid=1669041668&s=hi&sprefix=blue+tea+lights+candles+with+timer%2Ctools%2C87&sr=1-7
https://smile.amazon.com/Yme-Tealights-Flickering-Thanksgiving-Decorations/dp/B095WFBXQ6/ref=sr_1_7?crid=VA9YGOKM3NCY&keywords=blue+tea+lights+candles+with+timer&qid=1669041668&s=hi&sprefix=blue+tea+lights+candles+with+timer%2Ctools%2C87&sr=1-7
https://smile.amazon.com/Lights-Replace-Colored-Lighting-Holiday/dp/B09HBZJTNX/ref=sr_1_6?crid=7BIG3I1VKZE4&keywords=blue%2Bled%2Blight%2Bbulb&qid=1669041727&s=hi&sprefix=blue%2Blef%2Blight%2Bbulb%2Ctools%2C86&sr=1-6&th=1
https://gildinmedia.com/thestarfish/


The Blue Light Project is an independent project and is not affiliated with any other
organization, political cause or social movement or effort.

Learn more about antisemitism, its history, how it manifests itself, and how it affects our
community by visiting our website.

The Jewish Federation of Greater Rochester works to build a strong Jewish future in
Rochester, Israel and worldwide through philanthropy, engagement, education and
advocacy. Learn more by visiting the Jewish Federation’s website at
www.jewishrochester.com .

ROCAA was formed by a Jewish pluralistic, bipartisan grassroots group of concerned
residents who live and work in the Rochester area and who proudly stand against
antisemitism in all of its forms. The founders of ROCAA were also cofounders of
Brighton Stands Against. ROCAA invites you to get involved in our grassroots efforts by
visiting the ROCAA website at or the ROCAA Facebook page.

Read our newsletter here:
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ROC Against Antisemitism Jewish Federation of Greater Rochester
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Ben Rozin, Karen Bresson
Co-Founder, ROC Against Antisemitism Director, Marketing & Communications
ben.rozin.br@gmail.com kbresson@jewishrochester.org
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